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Moving Backwards Towards “Countless/Narratives” 
Yuki KONNO (Art Critic)

I had no choice but to cancel my flight to 

2øĂĈÿ�üā�+ôąöû:�,ĂĊ�ćûôć�'�öĂĈÿ÷ā�ć�ùÿČ�ćûøąø;�

meetings for our exhibition and accompa-

nying statements proceeded online, high 

ąøĆĂÿĈćüĂā�üĀôúøĆ�ùÿČüāú�üāćĂ�ĀČ�üāõĂċ:�6ûôć�

you can see in images, though, are extremely 

ÿüĀüćø÷:��Ĉø�ćĂ�ćûüĆ�öüąöĈĀĆćôāöø;�ôć�ćüĀøĆ�'�

would be viewing exhibitions via video calls, 

camera swinging from right to left, and at oth-

er times asking the other party to describe in 

words the textures and the tactility that can-

āĂć�õø�öĂāĉøČø÷�üā�ĉü÷øĂĆ:�$Ăą�Āø;�ôć� ÿøôĆć;�

ćûøĆø�ĊôČĆ�Ăù�öĂĀĀĈāüöôćüĂā�KĆĈõĆćüćĈćø÷J�

flying to the actual place – all of this has “come 

ćĂ�õøJ�ĀČ�āôąąôćüĉø:�1ûøā;�Ċûôć�ĊĂĈÿ÷�Kôÿćøą-

āôćüĉø�āôąąôćüĉøĆJ�ÿĂĂþ�ÿüþø=

6ûøāøĉøą�ćûø�ĊĂą÷�KôÿćøąāôćüĉøJ�üĆ�ĈĆø÷;�ô�Ćøć�

of existing options is applied to determine the 

ăôąôĀøćøąĆ�Ăù�Ċûôć�ćûø�ĆĈõýøöć�öôā�õø:�2üĀ-

ilarly to how remorse and misjudgments are 

ùąôĀø÷;�Ċûôć�Ċø�öôÿÿ�KöĂĈāćÿøĆĆ�āôąąôćüĉøĆJ�

ôąø�õĂĈā÷�õČ�öøąćôüā�öĂā÷üćüĂāĆ:�1ûüĆ�üāöÿĈ÷øĆ�

ćûø�ĉøąČ�øċăąøĆĆüĂā�Ăù� KāôąąôćüĉøĆJ;�Ċûüöû�

takes the form of a certain type of scenario, 

Ċûøąøüā�ćûø�ăôćûĊôČĆ�ôąø�ǭċôćø÷�ôā÷�üā÷üĉü÷-
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ô�āôąąôćüĉø�üĆ�õĂąā;�ôĆ�ô�þüā÷�Ăù�öĂā÷øāĆôćüĂā:�

However, the things that are excluded and 

÷üĆąøúôą÷ø÷�ùąĂĀ�ćûø�ǭāôÿ�āôąąôćüĉø�öĂāćüāĈø�

ćĂ�ùĂÿÿĂĊ�ĈĆ�ôõĂĈć:�1ûø�øċăąøĆĆüĂā�KöĂĈāćÿøĆĆ�

āôąąôćüĉøĆJ;�Ċûüöû� üĆ�ĀøāćüĂāø÷�üā�ćûø�öĂā-

ceptual framework of Alter-narratives, there-

fore contains a conflictive relationship be-

ćĊøøā�ćûø�ĊĂą÷Ć�KöĂĈāćÿøĆĆJ�ôā÷�KāôąąôćüĉøJ:�

The countless possibilities that will not and 

can not ever become narratives — fragments, 

things that are not scripted or verbalized, as 

Ċøÿÿ�ôĆ�KüĀăĂĆĆüõÿøJ�øĉøāćĆ�ćûôć�ĂööĈą�ĂĈćĆü÷ø�

of our predictions— are excluded not only 

from becoming specific narratives, but also 

ùąĂĀ�ćûø�ĉøąČ�ùĂąĀôć�ćûôć�öĂāĆćąĈöćĆ�ćûøĀ:�

"ĂāĆøĄĈøāćÿČ;�ćûø�KöĂĈāćÿøĆĆ�āôąąôćüĉøĆJ�ôąø�

positioned within a relationship of disconnec-

ćüĂāB�öĂĈāćÿøĆĆAāôąąôćüĉøĆ:�'ù�ĆĂ;�Ċüÿÿ�ćûüĆ�ąøÿô-

tionship be always fixated within its inherent 

disconnection?

Alter-narratives is not the first or the only 

øċûüõüćüĂā�ćĂ�õø�ăąøĆøāćø÷�Ăāÿüāø:�'ĀăĂąćüāú�

reality into virtual space is neither new nor 

ÿüĀüćø÷�ćĂ�ôąć�øċûüõüćüĂāĆ:��øăøā÷üāú�Ăā�ûĂĊ�

reality is imported, though, “an alternative ex-

ûüõüćüĂāJ�öôā�Ăùćøā�ćĈąā�üāćĂ�Ăāø�ćûôć�üĆ�Kùøô-

Ćüõÿø�ùĂą�øċøöĈćüĂā:J� �Ćøć�Ĉă�Ċûøąø�ôąćüĆćĆ��

statements and artwork images are uploaded 

online and made viewable down to the tini-

est details does nothing to shine light on the 

countless/narratives that have receded to 

ćûø�õôöþúąĂĈā÷:�'āĆćøô÷;� üć�ĆüĀăÿČ�ćąôāĆùøąĆ�

ąøôÿ�ÿüùø�ăĂĆĆüõüÿüćüøĆ�ćĂ�ćûø�Ăāÿüāø�ôąøāô:�'ā�ćûüĆ�

exhibition, the artworks that were planned to 

debut at the physical exhibition venue suc-

öøĆĆùĈÿÿČ�÷ü÷�ĆĂ�Ăāÿüāø:�!Ĉć�ûĂĊ�÷ü÷�üć�öĂĀø�ćĂ�

õø�KĆĈööøĆĆùĈÿJ=�1ûø�øċûüõüćüĂā�öĂĈÿ÷�ûôĉø�

õøøā�öôÿÿø÷�ĂǪ;�ćûø�ôąćüĆćĆ�öĂĈÿ÷�ûôĉø�ąøùĈĆø÷�

to exhibit online, and the artworks could have 

õøøā�ăąøĆøāćø÷�üā�ô�ĉôąüøćČ�Ăù�÷üǪøąøāć�ĊôČĆ:�

!øûüā÷� ćûø� ąøĆĈÿćüāú�ĂĈćöĂĀø;� ćûøąø�ôąø�

öĂĈāćÿøĆĆAāôąąôćüĉøĆ�ćûôć�KöĂĈÿ÷�ûôĉø�õøøāJ;�

but disappeared as certain other possibilities 

õøöôĀø�KăĂĆĆüõÿøJ:

To begin with, something that is online is 

ûôą÷ÿČ�ô�öĂăČ�Ăù�ąøôÿüćČ:�-āÿüāø�üāüćüôćüĉøĆ�ćôþ-

en up by a number of museums attempt to 

reflect reality without depicting the thickness 

of paints or the multiple angles of viewing a 

sculptural piece, let alone the crowd of vis-

itors or the possibility of being infected by 

ĉüąĈĆøĆ:�1øöûāüöôÿÿČ�Ćăøôþüāú;�ćûĂĈúû;�Ăāÿüāø�

øċûüõüćüĂāĆ�ôąø�āĂć�üāćøā÷ø÷�ćĂ�ĂǪøą�ćûø�ĆôĀø�

ĉüøĊüāú�øċăøąüøāöø�ôĆ�üā�ąøôÿ�ÿüùø:�'ù�ôāČćûüāú;�

the resulting experience is more sharpened 

than in reality, without the various sensations 

and events surrounding the viewer, a case in 

point being Alter-narratives’ successful on-

ÿüāø�ăąøĆøāćôćüĂā:�&ôĉüāú�Ćôü÷�ćûôć;�Ċø�ĆûĂĈÿ÷�

not forget that the exhibition could well have 

been held on printed media; boycotted by 

artists and/or organizers; or inaccessible for 

viewing depending on each viewer’s Internet 

öĂāāøöćüĂā:�2Ă�ąôćûøą�ćûôā�ĆôČüāú�ćûôć�ćûø�

øċûüõüćüĂā�Ăăøāø÷�KĆĈööøĆĆùĈÿÿČJ�? 無事 , with-

out trouble) it is more accurate to say that 

the exhibition opened in this way simply as a 

÷üĆćüÿÿôćüĂā�Ăù�ćûø�KöĂĈāćÿøĆĆJ�? 無 数 , witho-ut 

ÿüĀüć@�øÿøĀøāćĆ�ÿøô÷üāú�Ĉă�ćĂ�üć:�'÷øāćüùČüāú�ćûø�

narratives that are possible from those that 

are not, and the ability to picture what gets 

left out from these narratives, give us a point 

at which to reflect (= a turning point), as what 

üĆ�Ăāÿüāø�ĀôāüùøĆćĆ�üćĆøÿù�ôĆ�üćĆ�ĂĊā�ǭøÿ÷�Ćøăô-

rate from reality – what we are viewing are not 

artworks per se, but artworks as seen through 

ćûø�Ćöąøøā:

Once we pass this turning point, however, 

turning back and reflecting is hardly easy, 

since we become content with picturing what 

the exhibition would look like in a physical 

Ćăôöø:�+ĂąøĂĉøą;� ćûø�āôąąôćüĉøĆ�Ċø�Ćøø� üā�

an exhibition are illustrated by the various 

øÿøĀøāćĆ�ćûôć�ôąø�ÿüāþø÷�ćĂ�üć:�6üćû�ôā�Ăāÿüāø�

exhibition, there are things which will never 

be linked to the viewing experience: seeing 

a turtle crawling on the street; checking the 

weather forecast for the next day; or for-

getting to collect the change at a vending 

Āôöûüāø:�1ûôć�õøüāú�Ćôü÷;�'�ĊĂĈÿ÷�ÿüþø�ćĂ�öĂā-

clude this with a suggestion that depending 

on how the online exhibition is set up, the 

countless elements that are not part of the 

āôąąôćüĉøĆ�öôā�ăøąûôăĆ�õøöĂĀø�üāćøúąôćø÷:�

This is one way that the definition of “reor-

úôāüčôćüĂāJ;�Ċûüöû�ĊôĆ�ĀøāćüĂāø÷� üā� ćûø�

conceptual framework for this exhibition, can 

õø�üāćøąăąøćø÷:� 'ć�öôā�õø�ôöûüøĉø÷�ćûąĂĈúû�

an approach which, rather than spelling out 

a narrative in relation to countless elements, 

instead reveals what has not become a nar-

rative, in order to dissect existing narratives 

from the outside in while also incorporat-

üāú�øċćøąāôÿ�øÿøĀøāćĆ:� '�õøÿüøĉø�ćûôć�þøČ�ćĂ�

õĈüÿ÷üāú�Ăā�ćûø�KöĂĈāćÿøĆĆAāôąąôćüĉøĆJ�üĆ�ćûø�

possibility of forming a narrative which is con-

stantly “shifting (utsuro-u うつろう @J;�üāĆćøô÷�

of “copying (utsu-shi写し @J�Ăą�ĀøąøÿČ�Kąøùÿøöć-

ing (utsu-ru 映 る @J�ô�ăąø>øċüĆćüāú�āôąąôćüĉø:�

This possibility also shows the potentials not 

just within art but also the online environ-
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öĂĈāćÿøĆĆ�øÿøĀøāćĆ�ôā÷�ćĂ�KĀĂĉø�õôöþĊôą÷ĆJ�

üā�Ăą÷øą�ćĂ�ùĂąĀ�?ôā÷�ąøĂąúôāüčø@�āôąąôćüĉøĆ:�
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disconnection (/) between the countless and 

ćûø�āôąąôćüĉøĆ:


